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Introduction:

➢ Light field cameras can record both the position and angle information.

➢ Generally, the light field data representation and processing is based 

on 4D space. The 2D raw image from a light field camera needs to be 

decoded into 4D data. Accurate decoding helps to improve the 

accuracy of light field applications.

➢ In decoding, the main lens is usually modeled as a thin lens while the 

micro-lens array is modeled as a pinhole array. Although this model 

takes into account the main lens distortion, it is still difficult to 

accurately characterize the complex imaging relationship of the light 

field camera.

➢ In order to obtain more accurate 4D data, we proposes a light field 

camera decoding method based on a two-plane ray model. By 

calibrating the ray corresponding to the pixel of the light field camera, 

we can obtain the corrected 4D data.

Theory:

➢ The ray model treats the entire imaging system as a black box and 

only needs to describe the correspondence between pixels and 

rays in object space, without considering the image structure of 

the imaging system. 

➢ The various aberrations of the light field camera are included in 

rays, so the corrected 4D data can be obtained by interpolating 

and resampling the intersection information of the rays with the 

imaging plane and the viewing plane.

➢ We use the LCD screen with orthogonal stripes to calibrate the 

ray. The corresponding relationship between the sensor pixel m 

and the main ray l incident to the pixel light, which can be 

expressed as:

Algorithms :

1. Calibrate the rays of the light field camera pixels through the LCD screen.

2. The focus plane of the light field camera (blue dot in Fig. 3a) and the location 

of the central sub-aperture O (red dot in Fig. 3b) can be obtained using the 

intersection of rays. The two-plane position is established in Fig. 3b.

3. The central ray of each micro-lens intersects the imaging plane at the blue 

point (shown in Fig. 4a-b). The k-d tree is built based on the XY coordinates of 

the intersection point.

4. For a sub-aperture image with an aperture located at (si, tj), the pixels are 

arranged in the imaging plane as shown in the red cross fork in Figure 4b. The 

three nearest micro-lenses for each pixel can be found using the k-d tree.

5. The rays of the pixel inside the micro-lens intersect the view plane at the blue 

point in Fig. 4d to find the four closest pixels. The grayscale value of the pixel is 

obtained by interpolation twice.

6. Repeat steps 4-5 to obtain the corrected 4D light field data.

Result:

➢ we use the method with the error of fitting a straight line to the 

corner points of the checkerboard grid to evaluate the decoding 

results. The average fitting errors are 1.01 pixels and 0.23 pixels, 

respectively, and the fitting errors of our method are much smaller 

than traditional method.

Summary/Conclusion

➢ Our decoding method is more accurate than traditional method.

➢ We provide a new way for the research of light field camera


